Rules Governing the Use of Manuscript Materials and Rare Books

The Special Collections of the Library are available for the use of Union-PSCE faculty, students and staff, and to other qualified individuals upon application. Permission to examine documents will be granted subject to restrictions placed upon them by depositors or donors.

Protection of Materials. Manuscript materials and rare books are vulnerable to damage and must be handled with special care. White cotton gloves will be provided for readers. Manuscripts and books may not be rubbed, leaned on, traced, stressed, folded or held open with weights (unless provided by staff). No marks may be made or erased. Notes will be taken with pencil and paper or computer; pens are prohibited. No post-it notes or other adhesives may be applied. Eating, drinking (including water) and smoking are prohibited throughout the Library. Special handling may be necessary for photographs or film.

The arrangement of pages or documents in folders may not be altered. One folder, box or book may be consulted at a time; material must be returned to the desk attendant in satisfactory order before another item may be requested. In some cases, readers may be required to use microform or facsimiles for study instead of the original documents.

Security Standards. Readers must surrender bookbags, backpacks, briefcases, computer cases and any other belongings; these may be checked in the cloakroom or held in the Special Collections office. No materials may be removed from the Special Collections Reading Room for any reason. Readers may be asked to submit to a search. Please be aware that security cameras and a digital recording system are in use.

Copyright and Permission to Publish. Permission to examine manuscripts, photographs or other documents does not imply an authorization to publish. It is the responsibility of the user to determine the copyright status of any item and obtain publishing permission from the copyright holder. Permission to publish material that is the property of the Library or of Union-PSCE may be requested in writing.

Photocopying and Reproduction. The reader may request photocopies of pages from rare books and manuscripts; copies will be completed by staff and a per-page charge applied. Copies will be made only when, in the judgment of staff, the copying process will not damage the materials or violate access restrictions. Readers may bring their own digital cameras if they wish to photograph rare books or manuscript materials.